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The paper is dedicated to the role of mantle plumes in the formation of large igneous provinces. From different 

regions of the world facts are mentioned that contradict key points of plume tectonics. Closer attention is paid to clas-
sical volcanic provinces on Hawaiian islands and in Iceland, as well as to Siberian and Deccan Traps, oceanic plateau 
Ontong Java, Central Atlantic magmatic province, Alfa and Mendeleev Ridges in the Arctic Ocean. A conclusion is 
drawn that plumes are a special case of mantle-lithospheric flows, which according to deep geophysics are often lo-
cated horizontally which leaves out their plume origin. Heated masses of mantle substance under young volcanic re-
gions or rift zones of mid-ocean ridges do not emerge from the depth in the form of a straight column, but rather have 
arbitrary shapes, skewing to the sides and having outgrowths, offshoots, spherical bulges. Vertically rising flows of 
hot magma (plumes) are not a cause, but an effect of a lithospheric split and rise of magmatic substance due to de-
compression. A conclusion is made that it is unproductive to exaggerate the shapes and sizes of plumes and use them 
to explain all the diversity of endogenous processes. 
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Introduction. Plume tectonics originated half a century ago in the framework of a plate-

tectonic hypothesis in the efforts to explain the mechanism of areal magmatism of oceanic islands 
and intraplate flood basalt provinces. A gold standard of plume tectonics is a chain of volcanic is-
lands located in the north-western part of the Pacific Ocean, from undersea Emperor Ridge to the 
Hawaiian archipelago, which is characterized by renewal of volcanic activity in the direction from 
north to south. This fact is explained by the passing of the plate above a stationary hot spot or a 
mantle plume (J.Wilson, 1963 and W.Morgan, 1972). By virtue of researchers, today the sphere of 
influence of deep-earth magmatic processes on tectonic phenomena like mantle plumes and super-
plumes has extended. It is considered that plumes are responsible for powerful volcanic processes 
on the Earth surface and formation of large igneous provinces. Plumes are regarded as the main 
driving force of tectonic plates, the cause of continental rifting, continent split, spreading, destruc-
tion of continental crust and its transformation into oceanic one. A special surge of interest in 
plume-tectonic concept occurred in 90s years of the 20th century with the progress in seismic to-
mography, that discovered mantle heterogeneities in different regions of the Earth. For the time be-
ing the number of detected plumes of different sizes exceeds 5 thousand. 

Problem statement. As any concept, plume tectonics is founded on several experimentally 
verifiable suggestions, the main of them [11] are the following:  

• a mature mantle plume consists of a large disc-shaped head with a diameter up to  
2-2.5 thousand km and a tail from 10 to 200 km in diameter;  

• temperature of plume head is 200-250 С higher than surrounding mantle, which causes the 
floating of the plume, i.e. active plumes must have a heightened heat flow above them;  

• due to enormous sizes, plumes stay overheated for a significant period of time, from 100  
to 300 million years;  

• areal volcanism must be preceded by a rise of territory above the plume with an amplitude of 
up to 1 km at epicenter, following the shape of a mantle dome;  

• initially, at the epicenter of a hot plume there must be a melting of picrite magmas, the 
amount of which decreases from the center out.  

Despite the fact that current interpretation accepts different variations in plume structure, their 
temperature, size and depth of formations, it still does not explain either a huge variety of surface 
volcanic products, or specifics of their tectonic position. You get the impression that lack of proof 
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in detecting hot plumes in the subsurface is comparable to the lack of doubts in their existence. 
Plume concept is especially popular among Russian geologists regardless of their adherence  
to mobilist or fixist paradigms. Plume tectonics or mantle upwelling are used to explain every more  
or less large-scale magmatic occurrence, even if there is no geophysical evidence of mantle hetero-
geneities.   

Curiously enough, it is in the western world, where the concept first emerged, that in the latest 
decade numerous well-reasoned publications doubt universality of plume mechanism or even reject 
it altogether. So, a renowned American physicist D.Anderson, one of the founders of seismic tomo-
graphy and authors of the plume concept, expressed his doubts in the real existence of plumes, sup-
posing that for the time being there is not enough seismic data to detect them. A quick look at the 
extensive literature shows that regions of plume generation can be located at any depth, plumes are 
stationary or dynamic, have a long or a short lifespan, rise upward or move at an angle, are local-
sized or large-scales, have no head, have one or many heads, produce a stable or variable heat flow, 
have high or low ratio of helium isotopes. A natural question follows: how can mutually exclusive 
data attest to the existence or non-existence of plumes? The answer is evident - they cannot. In such 
case plume tectonics is not a hypothesis but a speculative priori assumption. Considering such di-
versity of facts, plume tectonics does not explain anything, but on the contrary, distorts an already 
unclear and complicated picture of Earth's interior structure. 

Despite all the diversity of tomographic algorithms, geophysical data clearly point to heteroge-
neities in upper mantle. This viewpoint is also supported by geochemists investigating xenoliths. 
Low-velocity zones do not form a single layer, as it was supposed when the plume concept has been 
created, i.e. upper mantle is heterogeneous. Neither is asthenosphere a single layer. Modern seis-
mography has demonstrated that continents have deep roots underneath them, reaching 400-600 km, 
and no asthenosphere. Alternating of low-velocity (hot) and high-velocity (cool) zones in the upper 
mantle implies that thermal and thermochemical conventions take place. The share of the latter 
probably prevails, as high pressure at such depths weakens thermal expansion and chemical influ-
ence on the floating heated substance exceeds thermal effect.  Mantle lenses and streams heated to 
various extents have peculiar shapes and are often located horizontally, which rules out their plume 
origin. Cold and hot streams of mantle substance form intricate patterns in horizontal and vertical 
planes, but there is no full conformity between their underlying extensions and surface shapes. 
Heated masses of mantle substance underneath young volcanic regions or rift zones of mid-ocean 
ridges do not emerge from the depth in the form of a straight column, but rather have arbitrary 
shapes, skewing to the sides and having outgrowths, offshoots, spherical bulges. Today many re-
searchers think that plumes are not responsible (or responsible to a very small extent) for the motion 
of tectonic plates. Identified morphology of mantle heterogeneities limits the role of plumes to for-
mation of large igneous provinces and ocean islands with a heavy basalt layer, i.e. returns to the ini-
tial concept of hotspots.  

Role of plumes in formation of large igneous provinces. Classical examples of modern vol-
canic provinces, supporting plume tectonic concept, are Hawaiian islands and Iceland. In the north-
western part of the Pacific Ocean and in the Hawaiian archipelago itself plume tectonic concept in 
any of its modifications contradicts geophysical and petrogeochemical materials. For instance, there 
is an mismatch between supposed trajectory of the Pacific plate above Hawaiian hotspot, calculated 
using distribution of linear magnetic anomalies, and the actual direction and age of volcanoes of the 
Emperor and Hawaiian Ridges, especially in the point of their elbow-like junction [22]. Volcanoes 
are not stretched out in one line, instead they are distributed in space. The elevation level along 
Hawaiian islands does not decrease with distance from the moving plate, which would have been 
expected according to plume theory. For the Emperor Ridge no elevation has been detected whatso-
ever [21]. Seismography did not show any connection between low-velocity anomaly in the mantle 
and surface volcanism [24]. The archipelago itself is located above cold high-velocity mantle, while 
heated low-velocity extensions in the mantle were detected at a significant distance to the south-
west from Hawaii. Volcanoes in the south of Hawaiian archipelago form two parallel linear geo-
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chemical series located only 40 km from one another [15]. In one of them the composition of volcanic 
products changes with the age of the volcano, whereas in the other one no such change occurs. In-
ability of plume tectonics to explain these peculiarities of Hawaiian islands force scientists to search 
for other solutions.  

One of them revives a mid-19th century concept of lithospheric stress, which causes abrupt 
magma eruptions from small-depth reservoirs. The modern version of this hypothesis is repre-
sented by a theory of lithospheric split, according to which progradation of a lithospheric fracture 
above the drifting plate leads to consecutive eruptions of cascade volcano chains. At the same 
time, hypotheses of small-scale mantle convection and compensatory lithospheric bending are  
being developed.   

 Another widely recognized example of a contemporary hotspot is Iceland. It is a large island 
in the North Atlantic, located at the intersection of Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) with Faroe-
Greenland plateau, connecting North America with Great Britain and Scandinavia. Visible part of 
Iceland's crust is practically fully composed of volcanic rocks, represented by 90 % of tholeiitic ba-
salts and a smaller fraction of olivine ones. Remaining 10 % are intermediate and felsic volcanic 
rocks: andesite, dacite, rhyolite, trachyte. Lavas are followed by pyroclasts and hyaloclastites of the 
same composition. Sediment rocks are very rare, they are represented by interfacial lenses of river 
and lake deposits and tillites and certainly are volcanomictous. 

From the viewpoint of plume tectonics, formation of Iceland, Greenland-Iceland and Iceland-
Faroe Ridges and other geological structures of that region is explained by Iceland plume located in 
low-velocity mantle zone [20]. As a result of fragmentation of North Atlantic land mass in late 
Mesozoic era, a separation of North-American and Eurasian plates took place. In Paleocene age a 
plume penetrated underneath this territory, which lead to seafloor spreading and gravitational rise of 
the lithospheric region. Greenland-Iceland and Iceland-Faroe Ridges, Jan Mayen Ridge and other 
elevation in this region are an ancient trace of tectonic plates drifting beneath Iceland plume or its 
lateral flows [23]. The main arguments for the existence of Iceland plume is abnormal thickness of 
the earth crust below the center of the island (up to 40 km) and high seismic pressure waves greater 
than or equal to 7 km/s. Excess thickness of the earth crust underneath Iceland, compared to other 
MAR regions, is explained by the drift of oceanic plate over a stationary hotspot. Plume penetration 
implies an increased geothermal regime of the entire Icelandic region.   

However, the latest measurements of heat flow in Iceland demonstrated that it does not differ 
from other MAR regions, especially from the side of the North-American plate. On the contrary, it 
is even lower for the North-American plate than for the Eurasian one, though the situation has to be 
the opposite according to plume concept. The crust beneath Iceland is colder than the one at similar 
depths near the East Pacific Rise [18]. Unlike in Hawaii, in Iceland no age migration of the hotspot 
trace has been detected. Thus, a classical Hawaiian model of a tectonic plate migrating above a 
deeply fixed plume is incapable of explaining huge amounts of volcanism in North Atlantic (British 
Arctic) Igneous Province and in Inceland, in particular. Seismic and thermal anisotropy, characteris-
tic of Iceland, is hard to ascribe to stationary plumes. Picrite lavas as an indicator of high mantle 
temperatures are altogether absent in Iceland. On the contrary, recent drift valleys are often domi-
nated by icelandite (iron rich andesite) and felsic lavas. Seismic tomography has not shown any 
plume-like structure in the lower mantle underneath Iceland. Below the point of 250 km low-
velocity anomaly takes an oblong shape, complimentary to MAR. Such weak anomalies in the 
lower mantle have been detected under the shields in Canada and Scandinavia, but no one assumes 
the presence of mantle plumes there.  

Contradictions in factual evidence of the plume concept encourages alternative versions of Ice-
land anomaly. From the positions of plate tectonics, there is a hypothesis about MAR intersection 
with Caledonian suture, which marks an ancient subduction zone. Excessive amounts of basalts, 
melted from the subsurface of Iceland compared to adjacent MAR regions, can result from exis-
tence of ancient subduction slabs that up until today remained in the nearby mantle regions [14]. 
Considering actual heterogeneity of the mantle, specific subsurface structure of Iceland can be as-
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cribed to multi-scale convection [16] or long-lasting decompression zones in the lithosphere [13]. 
To explain the origin of trapping mechanism, including Icelandic region, a concept of whirls in 
nonlinear geophysical environment has been suggested [2]. It is supposed that the difficulties in in-
terpreting Icelandic phenomenon from the positions of plume tectonics are caused not only by in-
sufficient seismic experiments, but also by speculative handling of geophysical data separately from 
geological tests. It is geological data that showed how in early Tertiary times Iceland had already 
been a part of a giant land bridge between America and Europe, which in Miocene period sub-
merged in North Atlantic. The reasons for such dip can be different – spreading or basification, but 
the fact itself, that in late Mesozoic era there was land in place of today's North Atlantic, was dis-
covered by geology.  

A compelling evidence of correcting role of geological tests is offered by results of drilling 
and dredging on marginal plateaus Voring, Rockall and other intra-oceanic rises of North Atlan-
tic. Continental type of crust on the major part of Voring and Rockall plateaus has been proven 
only due to deep-hole drilling, which intersected Pre-Cambrian granulites and granitoids in the 
foundation of both structures. Earlier it was thought that their foundations are represented by ba-
sic magmatic rocks of the third layer of oceanic crust. In the Norwegian Basin, which according 
to geophysical data consists of oceanic crust, deep oil wells and dredging operations helped to 
discover numerous blocks of continental crust. Here in the walls of large splits and on local eleva-
tions typical continental rocks were found, represented by terrigenous varieties of arkosic types, 
quartz rocks, greenstone slates, epidote amphibolites and migmatite-granites, analogous to the 
ones discovered on Hatton Rockall and Faroes elevations, similar to potassium migmamtites in 
the continental framing of North Atlantic. Even the slopes of Reykjanes Ridge and Iceland-Faroe 
Channel contain granulites and charnokites typical for Pre-Cambrian shields [6]. 

At the same time none of the co-existing theories can explain why the amount of melted mag-
matic substance beneath Iceland is 2-3 times higher than in other MAR regions, whereas the tem-
perature in Iceland subsurface is relatively low. Besides, identified surface volcanism should be 
linked to geochemistry of basalt, which are very close to basalts from oceanic islands and MAR. It 
remains unclear, how significant amounts of intermediate and felsic magmatites appeared in the ac-
tive rift zone of Iceland and why picrite lavas are completely absent, when other MAR regions are 
characterized by the prevalence of basalts and ultrabasites.  

Inconsistencies between the main suggestions of plume tectonics and actual geologic and pet-
rologic tests have also been observed in other large igneous provinces. Continental flood basalts, 
like Deccan traps in India [19], Tungus syneclise in Siberia [1, 12] and oceanic plateau Ontong Java 
[9], are characterized by a low heat flow, comparable to other cratons, and the absence of elevation 
above the plume, preceding areal volcanism. Notably, core of the wells drilled on Ontong Java pla-
teau contained pyroclastic rocks (tuffs), which points to subaerial character of eruption. Judging by 
argon isotope ratios for Ontong Java, two brief large-scale eruptions took place with an interval of 
30 million years. 

Neither is there evidence for the existence of elevation above the plume in the large Central  
Atlantic magmatic province. Besides, here were also identified two magmatic events with an in-
terval of 70 million years [17]. The earlier event happened geologically instantly in early Jurassic 
period, practically simultaneously with Pangaea split, which resulted in the formation of the giant 
Central Atlantic magmatic province, represented by tholeitic low-potassium basalts. Starting from 
early Cretaceous and through Cenozoic period the province experienced eruptions of alkali oli-
vine basalts from numerous (more than a hundred) volcanoes, stretched out in a range of undersea 
mountains located chaotically, independently of spreading centers. Alkali olivine lavas and plu-
tons of similar composition have been detected on both shores of Central Atlantic in the East 
America and West Africa. Two episodes of magmatism cannot be attributed to a single super-
plume. Alkali olivine basalts are clearly younger than intruded tholeitic ones, moreover, mag-
matic melts for both of them originate from different depths.  
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Non-critical interest towards plume tectonics, which, according to many scientists, is the main 
cause of large-scale migration of mantle substance and plays a central role in the split and drifting 
of land masses, is especially common for underexplored territories, e.g. the Arctic [7]. Insufficient 
information is compensated by a priori guesses. 

Even today many researchers of Arctic believe that undersea Alfa Ridge and adjacent Men-
deleev Ridge, located in Transarctic elevation zone of the Arctic Ocean, are an oceanic plateau 
formed as a result of a mantle plume affecting an ancient spreading center, similar to Icelandic 
one. Their argumentation is quite trivial: abnormal crust thickness (30-40 km) with high «basal-
tic» seismic velocities, relatively homogenous upper crust and sporadic findings of modified al-
kali basalts in tuff matrix. The logic is clear: if seismic characteristics of the crust of Alfa and 
Mendeleev Ridges are close to seismic characteristics of the crusts of Iceland, plateau Ontong 
Java and Kerguelen elevation, which are a priori regarded as oceanic, then Alfa Ridge is also a 
result of mantle plume influencing the oceanic crust. Such position of the majority is accepted by 
the UN Commission on the limits of the continental shelf (New York) and formalized in Article 
76 of the Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982), where it is stated that ridges of the deep 
ocean bed, formed as a result of seafloor spreading, or ridges, formed as a result of active volcan-
ism, related to eruption of abnormally hot mantle, are regarded by the Commission as oceanic 
structures. However, in the latest years appear publications that leave open the possibility of con-
tinental origin of Alfa and Mendeleev Ridges, taking into account ambiguous interpretation of 
velocity models [10] and dredging results for Mendeleev Ridge [3]. High seismic velocities in the 
crust are common not only for basalts of the second oceanic layer, but also for carbonates and 
Pre-Cambrian metamorphic rocks, which is strongly indicated by Vøring plateau drilling. Fur-
thermore, alkali basalts are more characteristic of surface intraplate structures or oceanic plateaus 
(of disputable genesis) and are never encountered in mid-oceanic ridges and abyssal basins. 

Discussion. Progress in Earth sciences leads to a conclusion that it is not plumes that lead to 
lithospheric split and magma eruptions, but the other way around – splits in the lithosphere cause 
mantle substance to melt and rise due to decompression [8]. Mantle plumes have been modeled ex-
perimentally, but they have never been detected in the nature in their pure form. For the time being 
only mantle heterogeneity has been proven by means of seismic tomography. It still is unclear why 
splits sporadically happen in the lithosphere and what spatial and temporal relations control their 
occurrence. It should be noted that, due to the convergence of phenomena in nature, geology does 
not necessarily need a beautiful theory of everything, explaining all the diversity of processes hap-
pening on Earth. Every theory reflects only limited aspects of development. Polarity of viewpoints 
at different stages in the history of geology is well known: plutonism-neptunism, catastrophism-
evolutionism, fixism-mobilism. History of geology has shown that simple explanations of compli-
cated multifactor processes do not withstand the test of time. Efforts to find a universal mechanism 
of tectonic processes is similar to an attractive but fruitless idea of creating «an eternal engine». 

Plumes as a hot mantle stream move regardless of convective flows of heterogeneous mantle. 
Even if plumes exist – they are only a particular case of mantle-lithospheric flows. Hence it is un-
productive to exaggerate the shapes and sizes of plumes and use them to explain all the diversity of 
endogenous processes. Any modern Earth theory has to take into account rotational and cosmic fac-
tors that to a great extent define magmatism and tectonics of different regions [4, 5].   

 
Conclusions 

 
1. Mantle plumes are not the main cause of formation of large igneous provinces on the conti-

nents and in the oceans. Even more so, they cannot be a universal reason of planet's tectonic proc-
esses: spreading, continental rifting, motion of tectonic plates.  

2. Plumes and superplumes are only a particular case of mantle-lithospheric flows.  
3. When searching for causes of tectonic processes on Earth, it is essential to take into account 

rotational and cosmic factors.  
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